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Abstract

The Design Exploration (DE) approach allows a large number of probable end users to communicate with software developers by creating mockups of user interfaces and augmenting the partial designs (e.g., windows and widgets) produced with textual descriptions and explanations. Software developers collect and analyze these annotated partial designs to gain an understanding of the user, their activity, and the domain of concern. This paper presents the DE Analyzer and its techniques for automatically analyzing the collection of annotated partial designs. The DE Analyzer uses a combination of textual and spatial layout analysis algorithms to assist software developers' navigation and exploration of the information collected using the DE Builder.

1. Introduction

When creating interactive software, designers must understand the domain, work practices, and user expectations before determining formal requirements or generating initial design mock-ups. Gathering this information from users and other stakeholders during initial concept development and the early stages of software design can greatly decrease the cost of integration. Design Exploration (DE) is one approach for collecting that information.

DE provides a communication medium to elicit more information than surveys while maintaining a low-overhead per participating user. While not meant to generate the rich information provided via participatory design or other methods requiring face-to-face meetings, it can be used to validate and enhance feedback from such a process. Addressing this middle ground broadens the number of users that can contribute to software design.

This approach retains the remote and asynchronous communication of surveys while making authoring of feedback easier by providing users alternatives to textual communication for expressing their suggestions and tacit understanding of the domain [7]. Situating this communication in reference to an artifact facilitates "design by doing" [1]. Some have noted that this integration of spatial and linguistic information is required for effective communication [3]. So, communication is facilitated from users to designers by combining visual and textual modes of expression.

The DE process (Figure 1) allows users to communicate requirements information through the construction of graphical user interface mock-ups augmented with textual argumentation, i.e., descriptions and explanations [5][6]. These user constructed annotated partial designs are then collected and asynchronously examined by software developers.

The volume of expressions produced by users can become quite large making manual analysis of each user’s windows, widgets and annotations cumbersome. Clearly, analysis assistance is vital for this method to

Figure 1: Design Exploration process
be successful. Automatically processing user expressions using a combination of spatial and textual techniques helps software developers manage the analysis of user expressions.

Next we describe the tools we have created to support DE. Then we discuss the automated processing of user expression and finish with conclusions.

2. **The DE Builder**

The DE Builder allows potential users and stakeholders to create annotated partial designs and collects them for analysis by software developers. While we could have modified an IDE (integrated development environment), the complexity of such an interface would negate our goal of providing a simple environment to users. We did not incorporate sketching [4] since most users do not have sketching equipment and sketching is difficult using a mouse.

Users can rapidly create and mock-up multiple windows from a set of widgets and describe the function of the windows and widgets via text as they deem desirable. The widget set includes specific widgets, e.g. Radio Buttons, as well as a "generic widget" that can represent interface design elements, e.g. Drawing Area, that are not in the available widget set. This combination supports the expression of interface designs that are easy to develop using standard widgets and those that are not. Also, this supports expression when users have a specific design in mind and when they do not

3. **The DE Analyzer**

The Analyzer is a tool to browse and understand the communication generated through the DE Builder. Its interface is based on the structure used in many IDEs, tools familiar to most software developers.

Browsing and navigating within the collection of annotated partial designs is supported by a combination of spatial layout and textual analysis techniques (presented in detail below). The DE Analyzer includes a term dictionary and text-based search. Spatial analysis is used to identify substructures in the users’ partial designs such as lists of radio or menu buttons.

The analyzer provides several perspectives on the set of partial designs. These include a term-based view, a hierarchical view of windows, a view based on spatial parsing, and a view showing the results of hierarchic agglomerative clustering of design elements based on the textual similarity of their content.

4. **Understanding User Expression**

Communication through design creates information that is expressed both textually and graphically through the layout of windows and widgets. Providing the designer with appropriate browsing opportunities and search results depends on identifying similarity between design elements. Analysis techniques must be tailored to the unique information space generated by the DE process. How does the complex structure of interface designs translate into documents for textual analysis? How do the terms related to the task of building user interfaces affect textual analysis of domain concepts? Finally, what is the best way to cope with the sparse text used to annotate and describe design elements?

The DE Analyzer addresses these concerns by blending spatial and textual analysis. A spatial parser [8] identifies design substructures composed of groups of widgets. These substructures are treated as additional documents for textual analysis. These together enable the DE Analyzer to apply similarity metrics and clustering to the design substructures.

4.1. **Spatial Parsing**

The layout of widgets in a window results in structural information that is apparent to people but not always to machines. Requiring people to explicitly provide this information adds a burden to users in a process that is meant to be quick and informal. Spatial parsing allows computational systems to infer structural information from spatial organization.

Figure 2 shows a window from one user’s partial design that contains multiple distinct substructures. One substructure is the set of navigation buttons at the bottom right-hand corner. Each list of radio buttons also represents a substructure. These lists are perceptually a single sub-group, even though they are composed of multiple individual radio buttons. Each list represents different aspects of the domain.

4.2. **Textual Analysis**

The textual analysis that is supported by the DE Analyzer includes a term dictionary and text-based search. Spatial analysis is used to identify substructures in the users’ partial designs such as lists of radio or menu buttons.

The analyzer provides several perspectives on the set of partial designs. These include a term-based view, a hierarchical view of windows, a view based on spatial parsing, and a view showing the results of hierarchic agglomerative clustering of design elements based on the textual similarity of their content.

![Figure 2: Partial design with distinct areas](image-url)
to consider these groups as distinct units could miss finer grained connections. In this case, using the whole window would dilute the impact of each list’s terms when searching for similarity across user designs.

Spatial parsers are designed to recognize the structures in object layouts that people perceive [8]. As such, they are a special class of pattern recognition or vision system that makes use of the discrete nature of the objects, their well-defined locations, and their explicit or implicit type. Most work on spatial parsing has been in the context of spatial hypermedia systems [2]. Spatial parsers look for patterns in the spatial layout of objects to identify orderings of objects such as lists and stacks. The DE Analyzer uses the spatial parser from VIKI and VKB [8].

Figure 3 illustrates a hierarchical spatial parse of one window from a user’s design. Determining how to break the parse tree into meaningful units depends on the domain and task. For the DE Analyzer, combining composites actually lessens the effectiveness of parsing as the groups are meant to provide access to relatively focused domain concepts. The items in each list of radio buttons are related to each other, but the only relationship shared by the different lists is that they are aspects of the larger housing search process. Currently, we limit analysis to spatial groupings that contain only leaves, i.e. only widgets and not groupings that include composites. So in Figure 3, three spatial groups of radio buttons are identified for use as documents (i.e. the three vertical lists).

4.2. Textual Analysis

“Documents” must be identified for calculating textual similarity. The three document types are 1) an individual widget consisting of the widget’s descriptive text and any text defining properties of the widget e.g. the label on a button, 2) the aggregation of a window and the widgets it contains, and 3) design substructures identified through spatial parsing.

Figure 4 shows a simple user created window and how it is broken up into eight documents. Document 1 is the user entered text for the window excluding any of the widgets it contains. Documents two through six consist of the user text for each of the individual widgets. Document 7 is a document derived by aggregating the text from each of the four widgets in the list (documents three through six). Finally, document 8 aggregates the text from the window and all of the widgets contained in the window.

4.2.1. Term Vectors

We currently use the standard vector space model to represent and compare documents, e.g. units of text [9]. In addition to standard stop words, the DE process uses 99 additional stop words that stem from using the language of the GUI. Examples of these are “button” and “click.” These terms appear more frequently because they describe user interface elements and actions, but do not deal directly with domain concepts.

4.2.2. Document Similarity

Similarity is primarily based on text using the vector space model [9]. Here similarity is assessed by taking the cosine between the term vectors for each document.

For comparison, the term vectors for all three types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Individual widget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Window and widgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Design substructures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Document identification
of documents are analyzed as a set. A list of similar items can be extracted for a particular term vector, e.g. from a group or element found while exploring the space. Similar documents can be individual widgets and sets of widgets identified through spatial parsing.

4.2.3. Term Dictionary

To calculate similarity between documents and to provide term-based access to the set of partial designs, the DE Analyzer maintains a dictionary of all partial design terms including references to the windows and widgets (i.e. documents) that contain those terms. The interface to the term dictionary shows the term, the windows and widgets where it appears. When a term is selected, it is highlighted where it appears. Terms may be ordered alphabetically or by frequency. Terms with a low frequency can indicate unique concepts that designers may want to explore further. Terms with a high frequency across users indicate common domain concepts.

4.3. Clustering

The DE Analyzer uses hierarchical agglomerative clustering where term vector cosine similarity is the distance metric. Clustering is performed on three sets of documents: 1) individual widgets and windows (e.g. documents 1 through 6 in Figure 4). 2) aggregation of entire windows (e.g. document 8), and 3) design elements that can hold multiple items i.e. windows (e.g. document 8), groupings identified by the spatial parser (e.g. document 7), and list and combo box widgets (if they contain more than one sub-item).

Clustering presents possible relationships between groups of design elements and acts as a starting point for examining similarity between users’ partial designs. Moreover, overlapping concepts may get assigned to different clusters.

5. Conclusion

Combining spatial layout and textual analysis gives software developers easier access to relations that would otherwise be unavailable. Participants in a small formative study found that the ability to search and navigate the collection of partial designs valuable but had mixed reactions to the similarity-based navigation and the clusters provided. One participant indicated that the clustering helped navigation through the partial designs while another thought that the clusters made no sense. Regardless, participants saw the value of the process and the need for a tool to assist with analysis, especially as the number of partial designs gets larger.

The DE process generates a uniquely structured information space of user interface design elements. Combining spatial and textual analysis techniques helps software developers navigate and analyze this space.

The spatial parser identifies substructures to use in addition to windows and widgets for textual analysis that is tailored for the DE process. This combination of spatial and textual analysis provides options for exploration through clustering, similarity search, and term browsing. The DE process is a viable alternative for collecting design information and promises to improve as the automated analysis techniques address issues uncovered in our formative study.
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